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The best known,
best usedtests
are alwaysopen
to challenge.

Triosorb and Tetrasorb have
become standards for compari
sonâ€”the best documented,
described, contrasted and
compared of any T3and T4Tests.

Yet, to our knowledge, the clini
cal accuracy of Triosorb in T3
testingâ€”ofTetrasorb in T4â€”has
never been surpassed in any
published study.

If you have used these tests,

you know their accuracy, re-
producibility, and dependability.

If you would like to know more
about themâ€”how they compare
with others in determining
thyroid function â€”theliterature
speaks far more eloquently
than any claims we could make.

Please ask your
Abbott Representative
for a bibliography. 204368

Triosorb-125
Triosorb-131
T-3 DiagnosticKits

Tetrasorb-125
T-4 DiagnosticKits

Abbott Laboratories North Chicago, Illinois 60064
Radio-Pharmaceutical Products Division
World's Leading Supplier of Radio-Pharmaceuticals
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Convert
tothis

When you buy a Raytheon single-
headed nuclear scanner you're most
of the way toward having a dual-
headed scanner. That's because

Raytheon knows that your equipment
desires often exceed your equipment
budgets. And in the future you'll want

the ultimate in speed and sophistica
tion ... a dual-headed scanner. So,
we've come up with an inexpensive

solution.
Upgrade.
Buy a single-headed scanner now,

upgrade at your convenience. You
can convert our single 5" scanner to a
dual 5". Right in the hospital. In hours.

For complete information on this
versatile nuclear scanner family,
contact Raytheon Company, Medical
Electronics, 190 Willow Street,
Waltham, Mass.
02154. Telephone ^ RAYTHEON
(617)899-5949.

In medical electronics...
Raytheon makes things happen.



Ask him why he specifies the NEN Technetium-99m
generator. He'll tell you that he's tried the others
and has chosen NEN because he's found he
"doesn't have to worry about generators anymore.
The best generator is the one nobody notices."

Because it gets there on time - pre-tested at NEN
for sterility, non-pyrogenicity, Molybdenum-99,
aluminum, and alumina and other particulates.

Ready to use with no pre- or post-assembly prob
lems ... just charge and elute! And the other
extras too. Fractional elution and assay kits and
MOLY-CODDLEâ„¢radiation reducer.

In other words we worried about everything we
could think of - so the man who buys one won't
have to. It's the generator nobody notices.

I\EN New England Nuclear
Radiopharmaceutical Division
Atomlight Place, North Billerica. Mass. 01862
Telephone (617) 667-9531

asktheman
whobuysone



Packardauto-gammaÂ®

The finest systems ,
for counting gamma isotopes
quickly andprecisely.

FEATURES INCLUDE: D High sample capacity: 100- 200- 300-sample systems
D Controlied-temperature for stability and reproducibility D Data process
ing capability D Single- and dual-isotope counting

APPLICATIONS: D Radioimmunoassay techniques D Hormone deter
minations D Endocrine analysis D Cancer antigen blood tests D Hepa
titis screening D Thyroid-function, other radiopharmaceutical kits

There is a Packard Auto-Gamma System with exactly the features
and the sample handling capacity to match your particular

gamma counting needs. Manu
al systems also available. All
Packard instruments are
available on a leasing or
rental plan. Write for
complete informa
tion â€” request
Bulletin
GAM-1.

PACKARD INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC. â€¢?30O WARRENVILLE RD. â€¢DOWNERS GROVE. ILL. 60515

PACKARD INSTRUMENT INTERNATIONAL 8. A. â€¢TALSTRASSE 39 â€¢8001 ZURICH,SWITZERLAND

SUBSIDIARIES OF AMBAC INDUSTRIES, INC.



Kit for preparationof
Technetium99mSulfurColloid



fromMallinckrodt

I new convenientkit
| for prÃ©paration

of Technetium-99m
SulfurColloid

Now you'll find it easy to prepare techne-

tium-99m sulfur colloid in your own labora
tory. This new kit was designed to help youâ€”
to make the procedure as reliable as possi
bleâ€”to provide you with a finished product
having consistently high quality.

The Mallinckrodt/Nuclear TechneCoH1"

offers exclusive convenience in use:
Kit

â€¢Dispenser package makes the prepa
ration units readily available.

â€¢Viewing aperture shows when it's

time to reorder.
â€¢Each preparation unit is complete

and self-contained, to eliminate pos
sible mixing of components.

â€¢Unique two-compartment syringes
permit separate storage of reagents
for maximum stability.

â€¢Mallinckrodt/Nuclear's formulation

allows use of the kit with any com
mercially available generator.

Fry this new kit now in your own laboratory
(subject to necessary licensing). Ask your
Mallinckrodt representative for a demon
stration.

Ready-to-use TechneCoH unit contains:

1 reaction
vial

2 disposable
needles

1 radioassay
information

2 double-
compartment
pre-loaded
syringes -
(disposable)

1 "Caution

-Radioactive
Material"

label

RADIO-PHARMACEUTICALS

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
Box 10172 â€¢Lambert Field

St. Louis, Missouri 63145



Whenyouwantmorethanjustapieceoftheaction.
Most photographers identify the
motor-equipped Nikon F with
rapid-sequence shots of news and
sports events. To others, it is the
equipment for automated monitoring
of growth processes in science and
industry, wildlife and bird study,
observing excavation blast patterns,
or for use in dangerous and
inaccessible locations.

This preference for Nikon is no
accident. The Nikon F was built
around the motor drive. Its titanium

NikonElectricMotorDrive

foil shutter, film and shutter transport
and mirror are designed to function
without complaining at rates up to
3 shots per second (4 per secondwith mirror locked in "up" position)

Professionals pay this Nikon perfor
mance their ultimate compliment:
They take it for granted

The motorized Nikon F can be
triggered at the camera or from
hundreds of yards awayâ€”by wire or
radio control, even by light or sound.
Linked to an intervalometer. it
performs time-lapse photography,
taking up to 250 shots automatically

at pre-determined intervals, without
reloading. (Nikon offers a special
repeating electronic flash unit that
provides up to 3 synchronized
flashes per second )

Two Nikon motor drives are avail
able. F36 for standard film cartridges
and F250, which uses special 250-
exposure cassettes. Used as original
equipment in scmtillator applications.
For details on this and other special
ized applications, write Stuart Held.
Photo-technical Products Division.
Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries.
Inc..GardenCity, N.Y. 11530.



GDiagi|pÂ§ticcIÂ§otopeÂ§cIi)coigÃ²rated

LEADERSHIP IN

R AD IO PHARMACEUTICALS

FIRST WITH:

TECHNETIUM-99m DTPA KIT for brain and kidney imaging.

No blocking drugs; higher tumor/brain ratio.

INDIUM-HI DTPA for cisternography.

INDIUM-HI CHLORIDE for blood pool.

TECHNETIUM-99m IRON HYDROXIDE KIT for lung scanning.

Safe! Radiopharmaceutical ready in 1-2 minutes.

TECHNETIUM-99m POLYPHOSPHATE KIT for bone scanning.

Convenient, economical, can use camera.

GALLIUM-67 CITRATE for tumor localization.

OTHER RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS:

Xenon-133

Selenomethionine-75

Strontium-85

Visit us in Booth 83 at the Annual Meeting of the Society of Nuclear

Medicine in Boston, July 11-14, 1972.

cDiagipÂ§ticcIÂ§otopeÂ§cIi|coÃ¬gÃ²rated
i
D

123Pleasant Avenue Upper Saddle River New Jersey 07458 201-8252310



Fortheirsakeandyours

.Now
sterilitytested

* u 3safetyfactorswith nAlbumotope-LS
(AggregatedRadio-Iodinated[31l]Albumin[Human])forlungscanning
Sterility testing is safety factor #1 in the preparation and use
of Albumotope-LS. A full two-week sterility test period must
expire before the material is released for shipment. Safety
factor #2 is the low radiation dose. Quick clearance of
Albumotope-LS from the lungs after scanning and its rapid
excretion make for a radiation dose reported to be only 1.9

rads to the lungs and 0.008 rads to the body as a whole from an
administered dose of 300 microcuries. Safety factor #3: ag
gregated radio albumin is virtually nontoxic. This together
with the low radiation dose permits lung scanning to be re
peated in 24 hoursâ€”auseful advantage in following the course
of the disease or evaluating therapy.

S
SQUIBBHOSPITALDIVISION

E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc., Princeton, N.J. 08540 For brief summary, see next page.



Albumotope-LS
(AggregatedRadio-Iodinated["l]

Albumin[Human])forlungscanning

CONTRAINDICATIONS: Radiopharmaceuticals
should not be administered to pregnant women or to
persons under the age of 18 years unless the indications
are very exceptional. Because iodide is excreted in hu
man milk, aggregated radioalbumin should not be ad
ministered to nursing mothers.
ADVERSE REACTIONS: Although the immunologi-
cai properties of serum albumin are believed to be
virtually unaltered by the iodination process, there is
a possibility that hypersensitivity reactions may occur
in patients receiving additional doses a number of
weeks after an initial dose.
The hypothetical possibility that particles of large size
might induce deleterious cardiovascular or cerebrovas-
cular effects, postulated by some investigators, has not
been borne out in extensive clinical use with
Aggregated Radio-Iodinated ('"I) Albumin (Human).

For full prescribing information, see package insert.
AVAILABLE: As a sterile, nonpyrogenic, aqueous
suspension. Each cc. contains approximately 0.5 mg.
aggregated human serum albumin labeled with iodine-
131. Not less than 90% of the aggregates are between
10 and 90 microns and none are more than 150
microns in size. The preparation also contains 0.9%
(w/v) benzyl alcohol as a preservative. The potency
ranges from 250 to 450 microcuries per cc. on date of
standardization.

Medaopei.

SQUIBBHOSPITALâ„¢Â«â„¢
E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.

Princeton, N.J. 08540

YOU
SEE

IT

ACTUAL SIZE

ALMOSTEVERYWHERE

Now, more than ever in the history of personnel
dosimetry, you can use one service because it in
corporates all the best features of the present state
of the art. We are referring, of course, to Landauer's
Gardrays film badge service.

With vapor barrier film wrapping, molded in filters,
plus scores of other technical features, today,
Gardrays service gives you the key advantages of
computerization and automation while delivering
the complete benefits of Landauer style attention
and concern . . . R. S. Landauer, Jr. & Company,
Glenwood Science Park, Glenwood, Illinois 60425
(312) 755-7000

Volume 13, Number 6 XIII



...you'veconqueredcancer
and heartdisease,and switched

to preventivemedicine...
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...the toolsforgettingthere
are heretoday.
The journey won't be easy.
You'll have to travel past the

limitations of your five senses.
And be extra-familiar with the
submolecular, as well as the
intracellular, world.

We have the instrumentation
to take you there. For instance,
Nuclear-Chicago's Pho/Gamma
Scintillation Camera. It's the

choice of more than 95% of U.S.
teaching hospitals and medical
schools. They like its high
resolution, ease of patient
positioning, and its choice of
12 specialized collimators allowing
one to switch from routine,
"bread-and-butter" imaging to

highly sophisticated procedures.

Our Pho/Dot is the world's most

proven rectilinear scanner. Our
Liquid Scintillation and Automatic
Gamma Counters embody the
newest ideas in capability-
expansion for radioimmunoassay
and competitive binding tests.
And we could say equally good
things about our Pho/Gamma
Tomocamera, Data/Store
Playback System, and similar
products. But that wouldn't

be modest.
When the last of the Great

Plagues that afflict humanity has
been wiped out, it will be because
dedicated people have pin
pointed the method of attack.
With instruments like these.

NUCLEAR-CHICAGO
A SUBSIDIARY OF G. D

200O Nuclear Drive, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018
Wiegerbrutnlaan 75, Uithoorn. The Netherlands

The future-orientedcompany



IF THERE WERE A"STANDARD" DOSE CALIBRATOR,

YOU KNOW IT WOULD BE OURS. CAPINTEC

r
\

\

CRC-2N
and \CBC-6too'. â€¢

J

Accuracy and years of trouble-free perform
ance are the Capintec reasons.
Accuracy. We invite comparison with Capin-
tec's uncompromising standards of accuracy
in dose calibration, accuracy which has been
accepted by practitioners of nuclear medicine
as coming as close to assay infallibility ashumanly possible. We've discharged this re
sponsibility in each and every area of calibra
tion: sensitivity, linearity, repeatability, energy
ranges, instant digital display, calibrations fortoday's approved isotopes and those to come
tomorrow. Finally, we've priced our calibrators
to compete with units which short-change ac
curacy and compromise with repeatability.
Trouble-free performance. We've engineered

CRC-4

and built this hallmark of quality into every
Capintec calibrator, witness the fact that many
instruments have been in daily use over thepast four years without so much as a minute's
"downtime" for repair or servicing. This per
formance record applies to our CRC-2, CRC-
2N, CRC-4 and the CRC-6. However, we're
prepared for an emergency, such as acciden
tal dropping of your calibrator; a replacement
can be supplied in 36 to 48 hours simply by
telephoning your Capintec distributor or rep
resentative.

Accuracy, repeatability and performance. The
best reasons why Capintec dose calibratorsare the "standard" for nuclear medicine. Ask
any one of our many hundreds of users.

CAPINTEC INC.
63 East Sandford Boulevard, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550.
Telephone: (914) 664-6600

Medical Products for Safety, Security, Quality Control

Visit us at Booth 55 at the July 11-14 Annual Meeting of the Society of Nuclear Medicine in Boston.
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that'swhatGa67isallabout
Ga67 shows a substantial tumour affinity, independent of the tumour type. Ga67 is a
useful diagnostic aid in malignant processes of e.g. the lungs, the thyroid and the R.E.S.
The gamma energies of 92,185 and 296 keV promise an optimal visualization. Supply
is never a problem - it is available daily from Duphar.

duphar
N.V.PHILIPS-DUPHAR CYCLOTRON AND ISOTOPE LABORATORIES PETTEN HOLLAND



BREAKTHROUGH

Graphshowing(1) distinct separationbetween
hypothyroid,euthyroid,and hyperthyroidstates,
and (2) correlationbetweeneffectivethyroxine
ratio and free thyroxine concentration.Shaded
horizontalareashowseuthyroidrangefor effec
tive thyroxineratio. Verticalshadedareashows
euthyroidrangefor freethyroxineconcentration.
S.C.Thorson.M.D..privatecommunication.

5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0

Free Thyroxine Concentration - ng%



Mallinckrodt announces.

Res-O-Mat ETR Test
indicates metabolically active thyroxine
IN A SINGLE PROCEDURE*

With the Res-O-Mat ETR test
you can now assess the level
of metabolically active
thyroxine in a single test.
Separate determinations of
serum T3 uptake and T4
are no longer necessary.

The new Res-O-Mat ETR test
is a direct means of
determining Effective
Thyroxine Ratio, a reliable
indication of thyroid
function.' It effectively

compensates for the effect
of estrogen medication,
pregnancy, and other factors
affecting the level of
thyroxine binding globulin.

The Res-O-Mat ETR test
procedure is straightforward
and reproducible. Pipettings
are fewer. Time and
temperature control are not
critical. After simple
processing and incubation
on the rotator, the Effective

Thyroxine Ratio is obtained
by dividing the count rate
of the standard (supplied in
the kit) by the count rate
of the patient serum. There
is no curve to draw, no ice
baths, no precount-postcount
determination.

Effective Thyroxine Ratio is
the first direct, single-test
measurement having a
clinically proven2 correlation

with the level of
metabolically active ("free")

thyroxine. Send in the
coupon for detailed

supporting information about
the new test of choice for
determination of thyroid
function.

Availability
Res-O-Mat ETR Test Kits
are available in 12- and
60-test sizes.

1 Mincey, E. K. and Brown, J. L,
Thyroid Function Testing: a New
Approach. Submitted lor
publication.

2 Mincey, E. K. and Thorson, S. C.,
et al.: A New Parameter of Thyroid
Functionâ€”the Effective Thyroxine
Ratio. Submitted for publication.

*Patent applied for.

D

RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

Send me full information on the
Effective Thyroxine Ratio method.

Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
P.O. Box 5439
2nd & Mallinckrodt Sts.
St. Louis, Missouri 63160

u] Have your representative call to
arrange a Res-O-Mat ETR test
evaluation.

Name-

Laboratory or Hospital-

Title

Street-

State- Zip-

D Now doing radioactive thyroid
tests.

D Not now doing radioactive thyroid
tests.
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Isn't that what

you want
when you measure
plasma renin
activity?

Designed forprecision
and accuracy
Three important features of the Immutope Kit
assure reliable, reproducible results in deter
mination after determination. First, a special
formulation makes the Angiotensin I Standard
stable. Second, standardization is protected by
a built-in iodine scavenger. Third, all the re

agents in the Immutope Kit are stable (when prop
erly stored) and all are matchedâ€”specifically

formulated and tested to assure compatibility.

Designedfor simplicity
Usual worktimeissignificantly reduced because
the reagents are premeasured. Because there's

no need to run repeat blanks. No ice baths
required as with another similar kit...all

Angiotensin I Immutope procedures, except
for incubations, are done at room temperatui
No need to make up fresh reagents every tirr
a series is run...properly stored, the diluted
I25IAngiotensin I solution lasts for a week, th

Tris Acetate Buffer with BSA for a month, an
the remaining reagents for three months.

Lowcostof individual
determinations
The Angiotensin I Immutope Kit doesn't neec

expensive accessory equipment. It has a big
capacity of 500 determinations, only 12 of
which need be used for standards â€”and nor

of which need be run as reagent blanks. All
the required reagents are provided in one
complete, reasonably priced kit, for a low cos
per individual determination.

for determination of plasma renin
activity by radioimmunoassay

flhGIDTENSIhI
IPIrlJTDPEKIT
combines the extreme sensitivity
of radioisotope methodology with
the extreme specificity of
immunologie techniques
(SQUIBBradioimmunoassay kits are identified by the trade name. IMMUTOPE.)
Medolopeso

SQUIBB HOSPITAL DIVISION
E.R.Squibb & Sons, Inc., Princeton, N.J. 08540



labelaid
The ferrouÃ»a^corbatetwo-step

Ferrous ascorbate can now be
labelled with Tc99m in only two steps.

Ideal for efficient kidney imaging.

Labelaid has a consistently high
pharmaceutical quality and

excellent stability.
The ferrous ascorbate two-step,
always available from Duphar.
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N.V. PHILIPS-DUPHAR CYCLOTRON AND ISOTOPE LABORATORIES, PETTEN, HOLLAND
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INTRODUCING

"No, 'tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide
as a church-door; but 'tis enough, 'twill serve."-sHAKESPEARE

Mr. Shakespeare was obviously
not thinking of our new ICON
380 Scintillation Camera when
he wrote those words. But
compared to other Cameras,
the ICON 380 is a very deep well
and a very wide church-door
indeed. (We agree that wells
and church-doors are hardly
accurate units of measure, but
we like the quotation). For those
who insist on more exact terms,
here is what the new ICON 380
offers:
A useful field of view of 38cm.
(15 inches) diameter.
Delay line arithmetic.
Resolution better than 6 mm(Vi") as measured with 99mTc
and bar phantom.
Two Zones-of-lnterest, each
capable of independent size,
shape and position adjustment.
A unique "field of view" control
which selects 38 cm., 28 cm., or

19 cm. circular concentric fields,
rejecting all counts outside the
selected field size, but main
taining the displayed image size.
A unique control (IRIS
POSITION) to shift the 19 cm.
field from its normal central
position to the outer edge of the
crystal. The 19 cm. field may
then be positioned in any of four
quadrants. This is an invaluable
aid to patient positioning, es
pecially in brain imaging.
14,000 hole low-energy col-
limator.
Dual channel ratemeter for
display of Zones-of-lnterest data.
Seven-digit sealer for digital
quantification and display.
Both "fast" and variable per
sistence scope displays, with
Polaroid camera.
Push-button energy selection
with over-riding manual control.

2500 hole medium-energy
collimator.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Automatic 35 mm. NIKON F
camera
Dual isotope option
Pinhole and high energy
collimators
Magnetic tape recorder
(256 x 256 matrix)
Additional "fast" scope display

Anatomical marking option

Our new brochure has the
whole story. Please write or
telephone for your copy.

SORRY U.S.A.-ICON 380
is not available in your country.

CONUCLEAR LTD.
551 Ferry Road, Winnipeg, Canada
R3H OT5 Phone (204) 786-5838
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}EA France, IRE Belgium and
5ORINItaly are now CIS in the
J.S.The new name in radiophar-
naceuticals in the new world.

CIS Radiopharmaceuticals, Inc.,
5 De Angelo Drive, Bedford,
Mass. 01730, (617) 275-7120.



The Thyroid Analyzer shown
here was developed by the Kevex
Corporation, specialists in X-ray
energy spectroscopy (XES). It
measures the latent iodine
distribution by scanning the gland
region with a focused fluorescing
source. The method has generated
considerable interest because it
eliminates the need for injecting
radioactive iodine into the patient.
Total radiation exposure from the
Kevex system amounts to less
than 1/100 of that produced by
conventional methods.

The Kevex Thyroid Analyzer
allows mapping of quantitative
profiles of iodine distribution. It
also provides a visual rendition of
the scanned data. The visual is
significantly improved by the
Kevex X-ray Image Enhancer,
as the photos show.

Write or call Dr. Rolf Woldseth
for more details.

Reference:
Hoffer, P B., "Fluorescent thyroid
scanning," Amer. /. Roentgen-

oJogyCV(4), (April 1969).

Photograph courtesy of
University of Alabama School
of Medicine.

keVex
Medical Systems Division
898 Mahler Road, Burlingame,
CA 94010
Phone (415) 697-6901



three
â€žbooks,

excellent and new
RADIONTJCLIDES
IN NEPHROLOGY

Proceedings of an International Symposium
Edited by M. Donald Blaufox, M.D., Ph.D. and
Jean-Louis Funck-Brentano, M.D.

Collating the work of specialists from more than twenty countries,
Radionuclides in Nephrology is an in-depth review of the wide range
of applications of radioactive materials to the study of renal physiol
ogy and disease.

Oriented toward clinical investigation and basic research, the con
tributors present many different approaches to the various problems
in the field, together with critiques of the procedures.

New techniques for measuring renal blood flow and distribution
using radioactive gas techniques and microsphere injections as well
as discussions of methodology are emphasized. Focusing on the
disease entities and the types of information derivable, the tech
niques of radioimmunoassay, autoradiography, clearance methods,
renal imaging methods, and radiorenography are covered in great
depth.

448 pp. illustrated $19.75

DIAGNOSTIC
NUCLEAR MEDICINE

RECENT
ADVANCES IN

NUCLEAR
MEDICINE

Progress in Atomic Medicine, Volume 3
Edited by John H. Lawrence, M.D., D.Sc.

In this most recent Progress volume,
chapters include: Potential Early Diagnosis
of Cancer with Radioactive Compounds,-
Present Status of Radioiodine Therapy of
Thyroid Disease; The Cyclotron: Source of
Short-lived Radionuclides and Positron
Emitters for Medicine; Trace Elements in
Biology and Medicine; The Safe Tracer
Dose in Medical Investigation; Some Con
siderations of Physical and Biological Fac
tors in Radiotherapy with High-LET Radia
tions Including Heavy Particles, Pi Mesons,
and Fast Neutrons; Heavy Particle Therapy,
for Acromegaly, Cushing's Disease, Nel
son's Syndrome, and Nonfunctioning Pitui

tary Adenomas.
"Highly informative, well written, and of

course, up-to-date. It merits the attention
of any physician who wishes to keep
abreast of recent advances." â€”Archives
of Internal Medicine, of Volume 2

256 pp. 40 illus., bibliogs., index $15.00

Edited by Edward R. Powsner, M.D. and David E. Raeside, Ph.D.

This new text is a balanced and thorough compendium of the principles of nuclear
medicine and its diagnostic applications.

The first section, covering the principles of nuclear medicine, includes classical
physics, modern physics, instrumentation, the biological effects of radiation, radiation
dose from internal radioisotopes, counting statistics, and radiation safety. The second
section, covering the diagnostic applications,.explores hÃ©matologieand radioisotope
applications, dilution procedures, organ concentration, gastrointestinal absorption
measurements, scanning and scintigraphy, autoradiography, and competitive binding,
dilution derivative, and other in vitro radioassays.

"This unique book achieves a successful marriage between physics and medicine
which texts by multiple authors have failed to do." â€”from the Foreword by Dr. James
L. Quinn. As a review for experienced practitioners and as an introduction for resident
physicians in radiology, pathology, and medicine, this book is eminently valuable.

640 pp. 314 illustrations $30.00

GruÃ±e& Stratton
111 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003



PIROMETER
ASpirometerdesignedspecificallyforcollectinganddispensing
radioactivegasesusedinpulmonarystudies!

Operator safety, extraneous radiation
recording, and ease of admitting Xenon are
just a few of the problems and considerations
when Xenon pulmonary studies are
contemplated.

Collins offers a Spirometer designed totally
and specifically for the use of Xenon or other
radioactive gases in pulmonary function studies.
Single Breath ventilation, perfusion, and
Steady State ventilation studies are easily and
accurately performed on the X-133 Spirometer.

Acombinationofimportant
safetyandoperationalfeatures"

maketheX-133Spirometeruniqueinitsfield:

â€¢LeadshieldingtoUnderwritersLaboratories,Inc.subject
544requirements.

â€¢Lessthan.2MLR/Hratadistanceof5cm.witha2.0MLC/Liter
concentration.

â€¢Petcockforadmittingradioactivegasbysyringe.
â€¢Motorblowerforcompletemixing.
â€¢Solenoidoperatedvalveforsafetyandeaseofoperation.
â€¢Permitspatientandspirometerflushing.
â€¢Safetyalarmsignalsupperlimitofspirometerbell.
â€¢Easytodeanandsterilize.
â€¢CQ-2Absorber.
â€¢Optionaldigitaldisplayvolumereadout.
â€¢Footcontrolsforbothsolenoidoperatedvalveandkymograph

operation.
â€¢7litercapacityspirometer.
â€¢Internallyoccludedforminimumgasrequirements.

WARREN E. COLLINS, INC.
DEPT. TIP 22O WOOD ROAD, BRAINTREE. MASS.



'he DI 800 TriaxialTable:

The total performance imagingtable
Ultimately, it had to happen . . .
a table that matches the high
diagnostic aims of Nuclear
Medicine. When you consider the
high cost and sophistication of
imaging equipment, partially
adequate tables seem slightly
incongruous.Long needed was a
stable platform with movement
capabilities that maximized patient
comfort, facilitated patient
handling and access, and was easy
to operate. Above all, the table
would have to allow a precise
control of the patient's position so

that the entire organ of interest

could be encompassed within the
limited field of view of the
detector. Result: The DI 800
Triaxial Table.
The DI 800 offers continuous
height adjustment. Hence, easy
patient transfer (whatever the
height of the conveyance vehicle)
onto either side of our table
because of its flush edges. All four
wheels lock from two controls.
For final precise positioning the
DI 800 has long axis adjustment of
18 inches in the horizontal plane.
Most important, the top is tillable,
head up or head down. This means

greater patient comfort. More, it
will permit oblique imaging.
Example: tilting will permit
cephalad displacement of the liver
for improved pancreas imaging.
With its open under carriage, over
hanging adjustable head rest
and Vi inch lucite top, the DI 800
offers an unobstructed view of
the patient â€”above, below, either
side and vertex. That's total

performance.

DunnInstruments
1335 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco,
Ca. 94133 / Phone (415) 776-7033



MED II has all the clinical capabilities
you expect from a computerized
image processing system.

But you don't have to be
a computer man to use it.
MED II: what it is
MED II is a data acquisition, storage and playback system. But
it is also much more. MED II is a diagnostic image enhancer,
a clinical data processor, plus a curve analyzer and a fully
programmable 16k computer.

MED II and you
With tne MED II, you can record dynamic and static gamma
camera images. You can enhance these images in accordance
with several clinically tested protocols. You can generate time/
activity histograms, and derive data, which cannot otherwise
be visualized, from the resultant curves. In addition, you can
correct for camera response non-uniformities, add and subtract
either sequential or non-sequential images from each other;
and perform several additional image manipulation routines
which yield improved visualization and higher confidence levels.

MED II: its different
First, the MED II is pre-programmed. To execute a complex
clinical protocol, the operator has only to type in the appropriate
two letter command.

Second, Â¡mageenhancement has been vastly simplified.
For example, contrast manipulation is now achieved with
continuous action pushbuttons.

MED

Â»LJLL I_L_



Third, the image data are now recorded on a high-speed disc.
After a given frame or frame sequence is specified, it can be
displayed within milliseconds. And magnetic tape continues
to be available for bulk storage.

Fourth, the comprehensive image data analysis capability
available in Nuclear Data's earlier systems has been extended

still further with the MED II. Extraction of exponentials,
normalization, curve smoothing and the many additional data
analysis routines available with MED II are more refined than
ever. And they are easier to execute.

MED II as a storage retrieval system
As a storage device, the MED II records complete studies on a
rapid access disc. While acquiring data, frame rates of up to 8
frames-per-second may be specified. If desired, the frame rate
may be more rapid during some intervals of the study than
others. For example, in a renal function study, it may be
desirable to have a rapid frame rate during the first few minutes,
and a slower rate during the more gradually changing excretory
phase. Another important feature: with the MED II, a recorded
frame or frame sequence can be accessed for replay in a
matter of milliseconds.

MED II as a static image processor
MED II can be considered a "perception extender." Image

enhancement, for instance, allows one to elaborate subtle
differences in displayed activity to the point where they can
be discerned. Improved delineation of organ contours, lesion
boundaries, and other abnormalities are prominant
advantages to be gained with the MED II.

Initial analog scintigraph Same data processed by MED II

MED II as a dynamic image data processor
As a dynamic processor, the MED II brings a wide range of data
quantification and enhancement into the clinician's repertoire.

Renograms, cerebral blood transit, cardiac and pulmonary
function studies are all included among the major dynamic
study applications of the MED II. For example, separate areas-
of-interest within a recorded renal execretion study may be
specified by the clinician. These areas-of-interest may be
assigned to correspond only to the right and left renal contours,
or to regions within the kidneys. Then, after appropriate brief
instructions, complete right and left renograms appear on the
MED II oscilloscope. Since the renograms represent activity
only within the defined areas-of-interest, distorting background
data, as well as activity within the ureters and bladder, do not
mask renal activity. And in pulmonary function analyses, the
ability of the MED II to generate dynamic function curves for up
to twelve areas-of-interest means that right versus left lung
activity comparisons can be made for six different regions
simultaneously. Dynamic activity curves for comparing
comparable regions within the cerebral hemispheres and right
versus left carotid blood transit can also be available
for your evaluation within seconds.

MED II as a fully programmable 16k computer
Nuclear Data has incorporated its own fully programmable
ND812minicomputer into the MED II System. As a result, you
can program the MED II to include new protocols.

To enable you to establish additional programs, to modify
existing ones, and to apply the ND812in solving other data
analysis problems, Nuclear Data has developed NUTRAN (a
variant of FORTRAN).NUTRANis a powerful programming
language originated exclusively for nuclear medicine image
data processing. It's designed to let you, the clinician, write

your own programs, in English, using a minimum number
of instruction steps.

And more!
New technics for obtaining increased diagnostic clinical data
through image enhancement and analysis are constantly being
developed by ND Data System users. And, with their help, ND
has found several ways to make the communication between
diagnostician and clinical computer a productive and
rewarding interaction.

Write, or call:

NUCLEAR DATA INC.

Post Office Box 451
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Tel: 312/529-4600

Nuclear Data Inc. (U.K.)
Rose Industrial Estate
Cores End Road
Bourne End, Bucks., England

Nuclear Data, GmbH
Mainzerlandstrasse 29
6 Frankfurt/M, Germany

Nuclear Data Scandinavia
HammervesS
2970 Horsholm, Denmark

Nuclear Data Scandinavia
Eriksbergsvagen9
S-752 39 Uppsala. Sweden



...for
shrewd,
economy
minded
buyers:

MODELSC-101
Providesgeneralpurpose
utilization.

imaging
tables!
Whateveryourgammaimagingapplication,
thereis a lowcostATOMICimaging
tableavailable.

Inadditionto their individualhighlights,
ourtablesfeature:

MODELEZ-101
Canberaisedor lowered
to exactheightdesired
forpatienttransferand
gammaimaging.

Unobstructedframesto insureexact
positioningof table.
1A"thick transparentlucitetopsto

permitplacementof detectorsbelow
the patient.

Largecasterswithwheellocksto
providemaximummobilityandsafety.

Tofindoutmoreabouttheseinexpensive
tables... WRITETO

ATOMICDEVELOPMENTCORP.
7 Fairchild Ct.. Plamview. N.Y. 11803

MODELXY-101
Permits10"oftabletop

travelin bothX andY
directionswithgraduated
calibrationscalesfor
accuratere-positioning.



Tri-CarbSystems
by Packard

Theworlds leaderinliquidscintillation

Exclusive Servo-Trayâ„¢

Complete Sample
Handling System
Ideal for Multiple-User

Reduced Vial Manipulation

Faster Loading

Programming

Unlimited User Flexibility

Automatic Selection
of Nuclide Settings

Preset and Adjustable
Nuclide Settings

Performance

Unexcelledâ€”Stability,
Reproducibility,
Efficiencies, Sensitivity,
Isotope Separations.

Plus...

On-Line Computation

Unique-
Improved Statistics for
Double-Label Counting

Versatilityâ€”
Gamma Detectors,
Flow Cells, MCAs and
Output Devices to
Meet Your Requirements

World Wide Sales
and Service

PACKARD INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC. â€¢Subsidiaryof AMBAC Industries,Inc. â€¢2200 Warrenville Rd. â€¢DownersGrove, 111.60515



Gallium- 67
Produced regularly by
the NEN cyclotron.
Supplied as 67Gacitrate
in isotonic solution as a
sterile, non-pyrogenic
radiopharmaceutical.
Information pertaining
to the clinical use of this
nuclide furnished on
request. Call us:
617-667-9531

67,Ga
78h

.092D..182, .30,

.090-.87

E1.00

I\EM New England Nuclear
Radiopharmaceutical Division
Atomlight Place, North Billerica, Mass. 01862
Telephone (617) 667-9531
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/HAPPYMARRIAGES
The proud parents of the Model 600 would like to
announce that 85 of their offspring have been per
fectly matched with scintillation cameras around the
country. They are now inseparable.

We would be most happy to send vital statistics of
the Model 600 to any unattached scintillation camera.

R.S.V.P. P.G.L.
1280 Columbus Ave.

San Francisco,
California 94133

(415)474-6338

TROMCMTB Â»NO Â«Â«"VICKÂ«

MODEL SDO

70 MM AUTOMATIC CAMERA SYSTEM

*â€¢(*rA'Ã®!.ft^_Â¿



ISOCLEANThe Recognized
Radio-Decontaminant

CONCENTRATE
Fully proven daily in

Â®hundreds of isotope
laboratories.

Safely Solubilizes Nuclidic Radioactivity

Safely and efficiently removes nuclidic radioac
tivity from all types of isotope labware and
laboratory surfaces.
Potent combination of eight synergistic surfac
tants, diluted for use, is effective for all
isotopesâ€”whether inorganic or organic; in
ionic or non-ionic form.

FOR GLASSWARE: Permits reuse of scin
tillation sample tubes and counting vials,
beakers, pipettes, syringes, etc.
FOR METAL OBJECTS: Isoclean decontam
inates syringe needles, forceps, shielded con
tainers, and stainless steel trays.
FOR PLASTIC COMPOSITIONS: Isocleaned
benchtops, floors, utensils, and rubber gloves
are wipe-test activity-free.

ISO
CONCENTRATEISO

CONCENTRATEPOTENT AL L-ISOTOPE

DECONTAMINATION AGENT

OPTENT ALL-ISOTO"E
DÃ‰CONTAMINATIONAGMT

JISOLAB

Available from offices of Amersham-Searl
Nuclear Associates, Picker Corporation,
or directly from Isolab.

Request Isoclean product data folder.

l SD L AB INCORPORATED

Drawer 4350, Akron, Ohio, USA 44321 Phone: (216) 825-4528



Introducing live animal scanning
Before you sacrifice another laboratory animal,
send for information on the new VarÃanAero-
graph/Berthold Live Animal Scanner. This
unique instrument locates y-emitting isotopes
in live laboratory animals rapidly and with
high sensitivity. The animal is anesthetized
during the scan.
Typical isotopes that can be used include 125I,

i( i97Hg, 203Hg,75Se,and 241Am.

The stretching table is of proven design for
small animals. The table can be moved recti-

linearly in the plane of the transport carriage,
which enables you to easily make an outline
drawing of the animal on the recording chart.
In this way the recording of the activity dis
tribution is directly correlated to the parts of
the body of the test animal.

For complete information on this sensitive
instrument, write to: Paul Batchelder, Product
Manager, VarÃanAerograph, 2700 Mitchell
Drive, Walnut Creek, California 94598.

varÃanaerocrapH

Volume 13, Number 6 XXXVII





TheComputerized
GammaCamera
Data System.
Moreandmoreleadersin nuclearmedicineareusingHewlettPackard's approach.

There's no end to what you can do with
HP's system.

This new computerized system offers
the most advanced data acquisition and
manipulation techniques in nuclear
medicine. Whether you're a researcher
or clinical user, the studies you can
carry out are virtually unlimited.

It lets you see and do things you could
never do before in this field. The re
sults are better patient care and more
precise researchâ€”done faster and for
less money.

Despite its sophistication, the system
is remarkably easy to understand and
operate. It has a simple keyboard that
you or your technicians can use to tell
the system what you want it to do.
After that, everything's automatic. You
don't have to be a computer program

mer to run it.

It does things no other system can.

High Data Rate. It records up to
100 frames per second in our unique
List Mode, or 300,000 counts per sec
ond in Histogram Mode. It handles
the highest speed studies currently
being investigated.

List Mode. The unique List Mode,
provided in addition to the Histogram
Mode, offers many innovations. For ex
ample, you store all the original raw
data from your study. Later you can de
cide how to frame or otherwise manip
ulate it without losing raw data. You
can store your manipulated data, too.
Even at rates up to 100 frames per

second, you get all these features:

1. Data resolution of 128 * 128.
2. A Physiological Trigger to syn

chronize data framing.
3. Multiple Isotope capability that lets

you record data from three isotopes
simultaneously (two with the Phys
iological Trigger).

4. Image Expansion with which you
can enlarge data from a small organ
either before or after your study.

Whole Libraries of Programs. The sim
ple, versatile HP BASIC language
makes curve analysis easier than ever.
BASIC is extensively documented and
widely used in computer time share
systems. And, if you ever wish to go
even farther with the built-in general
purpose HP computer whole libraries
of other languages, (Fortran, Assem
bly and Algol) are available from HP.

Remembers Your Protocols. With just
several keystrokes it'll automatically

execute your previously entered
protocols.

It does everything you expect a
system to do, too.

It displays contours, isometric views
and slices. You can define areas of
interest with joystick markers or an
optional light pen, and store 16 areas
for later recall and curve generation.

Just several keystrokes give you com
plete Time Function and Frame (Image)
Arithmetic. You can smooth, add, sub
tract, divide, multiply, using either
images or constants. Complex images

such as lung ventilation-perfusion
ratios are yours with just several key
strokes. And it normalizes images for
non-uniform camera responses.

You don't have to worry about

service.

Hewlett-Packard, an international lead
er in measurement, analysis and com
putation, makes all major components
of the Model 5407A system, including
the computer, and tape and disc mem
ories. The company has 172 offices
throughout the world ready to give you
service and technical assistance.

HP is well known in the medical field.
It's other products include ECG's,
VCG's, patient monitoring systems,

electromyographs, diagnostic ultra
sound, fetal monitoring, and computer-
assisted cardiac catheter labs.

There's a book that tells you

all about It.

The title is "HP's Total System Ap
proach to Nuclear Medicine." In

22 pages, it covers all the advantages
of the new HP 5407A Scintigraphic
Data System. For your copy simply
send in one of the attached postcards
or call your nearest HP office. Or
write the Hewlett-Packard Company,
1601 California Street, Palo Alto,
California 94304; Europe: 1217 Meyrin-
Geneva, Switzerland.

F M PACKARD

MEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION

HEWLETT
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DynamicFlow?

Use RADX plastic film holders to organize,
view aratile 35mm and 70mm organ images.

High-speed scintjphotography generates lots of film â€”fast.
Filing and organization problems come right along with it.

RADX plastic film holders mount, organize and protect 35mm or
70mm film - in tough, durable transparent plastic. Easyto mount.

Easyto view. Easyto file. The 35mm size holds three 6-frame
film strips in a 5" x 8" holder. The 70mm size holds five 5-frame

strips in a 14" x 17" holder. By the carton or by the case.

Keep dynamic flow studies flowing. Call or write RADX today.
Send for samples and prices. Be sure to tell usyour film size.

P.O.Box19164â€¢Houston, Texas77024 â€¢(713)468-9628
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The firstT-4testkit towork at equilibrium.

Independent of time

Independent of temperature (see over)



The new DI 650 Automatic Film Processor:
Clearly, an inside design job.

Nuclear Medicine is why the
DI 650 exists. It's the only film

processor conceived and dedicated
to serving the specific needs of
nuclear medicine. That makes the
DI 650 unique. Because its design
was an "inside" job. Only those

intimately acquainted with your
needscould understand the impor
tance of daylight loading. (No more
dark-room problems.) Or the

flexibility and convenience of being
used either as a desk model or a
portable "on-the-floor." Or the

fact that the DI 650 needs no
plumbing hook-up. It may, but
need not, be batched. This proces
sor has its own built-in heater.
It's also self-cleaning. With the DI

650 you will not have to depend
on the developing facilities of
other departments. All these DI
650 attributes point up to a new

capability: you can choose the
proper developer, regulate its tem
perature, and optimize film travel
speed for maximum Â¡magequality.
Clearly, the DI 650 Automatic
Film Processor is an inside
design job.

DunnInstruments
1335 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco,
Ca. 94133/Phone (415) 776-7033



packed with advantages-speed,
accuracy,reproducibility.

Sample for counting iswithdrawn at equilibrium

Temperature control is not required

No time-critical stages

Improved reproducibility

Mixing time is only 30 minutes-and only one

count is needed

Existing thyroxine assays involve sampling
a reaction before equilibrium is reached.The
Thyopac-4test reaction rapidly reaches
equilibrium, allowing the withdrawal of the
counting sample independent of time and
temperature considerations.This results in a
more accurate and reproducible deter
mination of thyroxine concentration.

The merits of withdrawing the sample
at equilibrium have

already been demonstrated with Thyopac-3.
The combined useof Thyopac-3 and
Thyopac-4will give you a more precise Free
Thyroxine Index which eliminates complicating
factors such as raised TBG levels due to preg
nancy. Nowyou can quickly separate the
normals from the distinctly abnormals and also
obtain more accurate information on the grey
areas in between.

Our products lead, our service
follows through

'Trademark

The Radiochemkal Centre Amersham England
Also available in the USA, South America and Canada from
Amersham/Searle, 2636 S. Clearbrook Drive, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005.



ntroducing...
SSaSULAR

...themostrevolutionarynew
camerafornuclearmedicine!
Now . . . for the first time a pho
tographic system that can ac
cept any size film you require â€”
35 mm, 70 mm, or Polaroid! Can
even be adapted for 90 mm and
1O5 mm.
This is in addition to the superi
ority that made NMS's reputa
tion in the field â€”the best picture
quality and definition available!

On the opposite page you will
find a detailed, feature-by-fea
ture comparison of the new NMS
Modular 1000 with its closest
competitor.

In the important field of nuclear
medicine, superior equipment
can make an enormous differ
ence in diagnosis and scientific
investigation.

SEE US AT THE NUCLEAR
MEDICINE CONVENTION

We'll have booths 7 & 8
and we'll be there for

demonstration and information.

NUCLEAR MEDICAL SYSTEMS, INC. Â»144 ROUTE 59 â€¢



Compare the revolutionary NMS MODULAR 1OOO
with currently available systems.

FeaturesFilm

acceptance
7Omm
35mm

PolaroidAdaptability

to large film
9Omm

105mmImage

sizeThreading

offilmTake-up

cassetteOscilloscope

controlPre-set

countAutomatic

filmcut-offOscilloscope

viewingRemote

controlInstallationDisplay

of operatingmodesDead

timeFrames

persecondFilm

IdentificationNMS

Modular
1OOOyes

yes
yesyes

yesvariableautomatic

self-threadinglight-tight

. . . accepts
1-6OOframesyesyesyesdirectyesmanufacturer

installed, calibrated
and tested in each
laboratoryfull

display4/1

OOsec.IO

plusElectronic

& automaticCurrent

competitive
systemsyes

no
nono

nofixedautomatic

self-threadinglight-tight

. . . accepts
1-1 OOframesnonoyesdirectyesuser

installedready

lightonly3-4/lOOsec.IOmanual

Formoreinformation,callorwrite:

SUFFERN, N.Y. 1O9O1 â€¢(914) 357-5757 nm



biolab
PRODUCTS FOR MEDICAL INVESTIGATION

You may be looking for

PROGESTRONE ANTIBODIES

BIOLAB has already developed some.

Also a complete kit for determination of

PROGESTERONE in plasma.

For more information, please write to:
Biolab s.a., rue du Duc 132, 1150 Brussels, Belgium
Tel.: 02/34.72.60



We provide a lot
of personnel protection..

But not nearly as much
as we should !

~~' rf
With over 2,000 hospitals having radioisotope

facilities, we realized we were not reaching nearly
enough potential users. Although our products are
described in our new 56 page catalog, perhaps people
just don't have time to look through for items they want and

need.
So we decided to prepare a four page brochure

describing products specifically designed to provide
personal protection.

A- Gonod guard
B Laboratory Protective Barrier
C- Griptong s
D- Vial Shield
E- Syringe Shield
F- Lead Carrying Case
G- Isoclamp
H- Wall Mount Shield Holder

J- Laboratory Monitor
K- Warning Sign
N. Dosimeter
O- Sink Module -Lead lined
P Storage Module-Lead lined
Q- Refrigerator Module- Lead lined
R- Waste Module-Lead lined

For your copy write or call:

DEVELOPMENT CORP.

7 FAIRCHILD COURTÂ« PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803Â« (516) 433-8010



3 new
radioimmunoassaykits
fromSchwarz/Mann.

HPL Radioimmunoassay Kit-

Cortisol Radioassay Kit-l'Hl
*Â»i*>, I

Cyclic AMP Radioimmunoassay Kit-p

Plasma Cortisol Kit
Forget the conventional tedious methods. Forget
the annoyance, expense, and delay of "sending
it out." This simple and rapid cortisol procedure

(more properly described as a Competitive Protein
Binding method) can be done by every laboratory
without the need for exotic equipment and special
skills. In addition, it provides exquisite sensitivity,
high specificity, and accuracy.

Human Placenta! Lactogen Kit
This new kit provides a specific, sensitive, rapid and
accurate procedure for human placental lactogen
(chorionic somato-mammotropin) levels in serum
or plasma. As such, it represents a superb new tool
for the continuous monitoring of fetal health since
the level of placental lactogen in maternal serum is
an accurate indicator of the functional integrity of

the placenta throughout pregnancy. Accordingly,
this simple-to-use procedure now provides a
convenient method for routinely appraising
obstetric complications of placental origin.

Cyclic AMP Kit
Cyclic AMP is, of course, of great interest as an
intermediary in many hormone systems. And
Schwarz/Mann's new cyclic AMP radioimmuno

assay kit now brings the unique advantages of
these techniquesâ€”exceptional sensitivity,
specificity, precision and speedâ€”tothe in vitro
analysis of this compound. This procedure permits
measurement of as little as a billionth of a mole or
less in tissues or body fluidsâ€”evenin the presence
of normally interfering materials.

Radioimmunoassay: General Comment
Schwarz/Mannâ€”the major factor in radioim-
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And then there were 10!
Ftenin Activity Radioim munoassay Kit -

InsulinRadioimmunoassayKit-I1*Â«! HGH Radioimmunoassay Kh-PH

mowerOPIMI

Digoxin Radk>immunoassay Kit-[mH Digoxin Radtoimmunoassay Kit-[3Hj

so:

Digitoxin RadioimmunoassayKit-("M! DigitoxinRadioimmunoassayKit-PH]

munoassayâ€”nowoffers 10 such kits as practical,
convenient tools suitable for routine research and
clinical use. These simple-to-use kits include all
necessary, reagents and typically offer exceptional
sensitivity, specificity, rapidity, precision, and
low cost.

For additional information
Complete coupon or write to Schwarz/Mann,
Orangeburg, N.Y. 10962 (telephone 914-359-2700).

Schwarz/fflann
Division of Becton, Dickinson and Company EU

Visit our exhibit aÂ»the
Society of Nuclear Medicine Meeting,
July 11-14, Boston, Mass.

Schwarz/Mann, Orangeburg, New York 10962
I would appreciate further information on: To be available:

D Plasma Cortisol Kits
D Human Placental Lactogen Kits
D Cyclic AMP Kits
D Digoxin Kits [>H] or ['Â»I]
D Digitoxin Kits [>H] or ['"I]
O Renin Activity Kits
D Human Growth Hormone Kits
D Insulin Kits

D Angiotensin II Kits
O Gastrin Kits
D Thyroxin Kits
O Colon Cancer Antigen Kits
D Aldosterone Kits
D Testosterone Kits
D Glucagon Kits
D Prostaglandins Kits
D Vitamin B . Kits

D I would be interested in radioimmunoassay workshops if available in my area.

Ã‘amaInstitutionAddressTelephoneTitlBDopt.7Â¡p
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See Us in Booths 136-37-38 and 143-44-45 at the
Society of Nuclear Medicine Show in Boston, July 11â€”14.
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See us in July

BOOTHS 146-147



MDS hasa time-saverwith an exclusivedual-camerainterface.

the nextstep
ingamma-imaging

Now you can capture,
analyze and re-examine well-

defined images from any
camera... or any that's being

developed. MDS has created a
precise hardware-software

tool from its surveys of every
computer manufacturer's
equipment. We've carefully

chosen the most advanced
hardware and combined it with
a comprehensive library of
display and analysis
programming. The unparalleled
result: no other system can out
perform the MDS Nuclear
Medicine System.

Its remarkable achievements
are already setting industry
standards. Programs for field-
uniformity, data-smoothing,

enhancement, and background
subtraction instantly refine
your studies. You can choose
anytime-sampling interval and

store all data on disk. Retrieve
the image later in milliseconds,
in order to film the most clearly
resolved Â¡mage.

The disk retrieves stored information in
milliseconds. To get any result from the
disk quickly, simply tap two letters on
the teletype keyboard.

You have comprehensive
programmed control of the
image on the scope. Divide any
dynamic study into two-

centimeter squares and order
printouts of radioisotope uptake
for any curve or curve point.
Rotate image slices, specify
iso-counts or isometric lines,

and add or subtract frames to
obtain a composite view.

Perhaps most important,
the computer will
simultaneously show four
separate views of an organ.
From this display, you can
frequently make a diagnosis
from the scope alone. You can
also isolate areas of interest
with the optional light pen,

intensify them, and strip them
out to be viewed by themselves.

Each component of the
MDS system provides maximum
versatility. You can expand it at
any time to perform treatment-

planning, research studies,
patient scheduling, and
accounting operations. And the
Nuclear Medicine Module is
fitted to your clinic by a medical-

science team that specializes
in nuclear medicine.

For more information write,
phone (313-872-7373), or send

the coupon below for our
informative brochure that fully
explains the MDS system.

medical data systemscorporation
A Warner-Lambert Subsidiary
2300 Fisher Building, Detroit, Michigan 48202
Designers lai Builders of Corn/later System; tor Medicine

GÂ»ntlemÂ«n:Mail us the MDS Nuclear Medicine
System brochure. It includes live films of actual
studies and demonstrates the system's total

capabilities.

Name_

Title.

Hospital.

Mailing Address

City State. -Zip.



TEC-WIPES
FORTECHNICIANSWHO

WASHTHEIRHANDS
OFTEN.

THESIMPLESIMON
70mmCAMERA.

JUSTPLUGITINANDTAKEPICTURES

THECDSVERSIONOFTHE8'X 10'DARKROOM.
ASIMPLETABLE-TOPUNIT,

THE240 PROCESSOR.
SEE THEM ALL AT THE BOSTON NUCLEAR MEDICINE CONVENTION, JULY 11 -14.

AT BOOTH 9.

CDS PRODUCTS CORP., BOX 198, CENTEREACH, N. Y., 11720



America Gets
Fluorine-18

With a 2 Hr.Half-Life
Â«

An Approved New Drug

Dallas
Atlanta
Houston
Indianapolis
Salt Lake City
Denver
Portland

Los Angeles
Washington, DC
Baltimore
Miami
San Diego
Memphis
Phoenix

New Orleans
Philadelphia
New York
Boston
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Tucson

Detroit
Chicago
St. Louis
El Paso
Kansas City
Seattle
Minneapolis

o
Whoever thought Bone Scanning F-18 with a 2 hr. half-life could be delivered to your hospital
daily from the San Francisco Bay Area and could be done consistently. Medi + Physics is prov
ing it can be done. If your hospital is in one of the direct flight cities listed above and you are
interested in taking advantage of F-l 8 for bone scanning, call or write our Emeryville facility.

5855 Christie Avenue
Emeryville, California 94608
(415)658-2184



Bone Scintigraphy Using Fluorine-18
Pinhole CollÃmator-

Scintillation Camera Images

Whole Body Survey
Anterior View

Normal Metastatic
Breast Ca.

Close Up Images

Lumbar Spine (Posterior) Lumbar Spine (Posterior)
Normal Ca. Breast

Pelvis (Posterior)
Normal

m
Pelvis (Anterior)
Normal

Pelvis (Posterior)
Ca. Breast

Pelvis (Anterior)
Ca. Prostate

Lesions are commonly found in the axial skeleton and
a complete skeletal survey should include imaging of
limbs as well'as trunk.5

Scintillation camera images 2 to 4 hours after I.V.
administration of 2 to 4 mCi of 18Frequired 3 to 1O min.

exposures each.



Rectilinear Scanner
Images (5 inch crystal)

Metastatic Renal
Cell Ca. (Anterior)

Paget's Disease

(Posterior)

Dual probe rectilinear whole body imaging 2 hours
after I.V. administration of 1 to 2 mCi of 18Frequired

30 min. exposure. (Negative Â¡mageof original shown
to compare with camera Â¡mages.)
References
1. Bachmon & Sproul, Bull. N.Y. Acod. M-d. 31:146 (19551
2. EdeMyn et al. Clin. Rodiol. 18:158 (1967)
3. Sklofoff & Charkes, J.A.M.A. 188:1 (1964)
4. Spencer et al. Brit. J. Rodiol. 40. 641 (1967)
5. Boriai et al. J. NucÃ. Med. 9. 517 (19681
6. Hormerelol. Clin. Rodiol. 20, 204 (1969)
7. Blauetal. Medical Radioisotope Scintigrophy 11:341, (1969)
8. Harbert & Ashburn. Cancer 22, 58 (1968)

Radioisotopic Imaging of
Bone in Clinical Medicine

Review
Various radioisÃ³toposare known to preferentially accumu
late in both malignant and benign lesions of bone. When
such radioisotopo accumulation is detected and imaged,
using suitable instrumentation, clinically useful information
is frequently obtained which cannot be readily acquired
using other methods. Examples of this are the detection of
primary and metastatic tumors in bone. Tumors metastatic
to bone most commonly spread to spongy (trabecular)
bone. Such lesions can be visualized by X-ray examination
only when they are greater than 1.5 cm in diameter and
50% to 75% of the local calcium is lost.'<2Localization of
radioisÃ³topos in the region of mÃ©tastaseshas been shown
to be an earlier and more sensitive indicator of the presence
of bony mÃ©tastasesthan that provided by conventional
radiographie techniques.3 While Strontium-85 was the
radioisotope most commonly used in initial studies, subse
quent evaluations have shown fluorine-1 8 to be a superior
radioisotope since its use results in both improved Â¡mage
quality and markedly lower radiation dose to the
patient.4'5-**7

Indications
The suspicion of malignant neoplastic involvement of bone,
either primary or metastatic, is the principal indication for
performance of a radioisotopic study of bone. Such a possi
bility should be considered in the primary evaluation of
patients with a diagnosis of malignant tumors of the breast,
lung, stomach, prostate gland, thyroid gland, and other
carcinomas which commonly spread to bone, and in evaluat
ing the extent of involvement of primary bone tumors,
multiple myeloma, etc. Such studies should be particularly
useful in patients in whom extensive surgery is proposed for
the possibility of total extirpation of neoplastic tissue, since
demonstration of a previously unrecognized metastasis
may influence the proposed therapy. Lymphomas, such as
Hodgkin's disease, frequently involve bone, and it has been

recommended that patients with these disorders have radio
isotopic skeletal surveys as a part of their initial staging.8
Subsequent to initial evaluation of patients with various
carcinomas and sarcomas, periodic radioisotopic skeletal
surveys may be useful in demonstrating presence and
extent of bone lesions. A large number of nonmalignant
conditions can result in abnormal deposition of radio-
isotopes in bone (arthritis, fractures, osteomyelitis, Paget's

disease, etc. ). Whether sufficient beneficial information
can be obtained from the performance of a radioisotopic
bone study in patients with these non-neoplastic diseases
to warrant the performance of such a study remains to
be established.

Hazards
There are no reported casesof adverse reaction to the
administration of carrier-free fluorine-1 8 in isotonic saline
solution. The radiation dose received by the patient in
association with a typical fluorine-1 8 bone study is
considered comparable to that which he would receive
from similar X-ray studies.

For further information call collect (415) 658-2184
5855 Christie Avenue, Emeryville, California 94608

medi+



>oureyes are great
but your brainis better

^B. .

Staring at a supposed lesion on a scintigram is
one thing; knowing its count rate is quite another.

Some scintillation cameras ask you to base
your diagnosis exclusively on a picture.
Dynacameraâ„¢2 goes far beyond this and gives

you the numbers.
You can precisely determine lesion count vs.

normal surrounding tissue count. Or count one
region vs. another. With Dynacamera 2.

You can provide a referring physician with
comparative quantitative data. (Ideal for eyes not

)>- as expert as yours in judging scintigrams.)
Such quantitation is the inevitable next

advance in confident diagnosis with a â€ž
scintillation camera. And it's available now with

the Dynacamera 2. No one else offers it.
Obviously we quarrel not with Dr. Sam

Johnson who said: ".. .to count is a modern
practice, the ancient method was to guess."

Finally, this is just one of many ways in
which the Dynacamera 2 provides you with what
you want most: maximum diagnostic certainty.
What else, after all, is there?

Very valuable for looking at scintigrams. Except
for the situations when one's eyes may be

deceived.

Speak to your local Picker man or drop us a
line. We'll forward detailed information on the

Dynacamera 2 and a series of Dynacamera 2
"application data sheets." Picker Corporation,

Dept. A12,333 State Street, North Haven,
Connecticut 06473.

PICKER



Rodio
pharmaceutical/

throughout
Ihe world

For further information and service
please contact the Farbwerke Hoechst AG
subsidiary in your country



Simplify your life a little,

NEW New England Nuclear
Radiopharmaceutical Division
Atomlight Place, North Billerica, Mass. 01862
Telephone (617) 667-9531



longafter
thepatientleaves
yourdepartment...

morediagnostic
informationisat
yourfingertips
Consider a situation like this:
The scanning procedure is
completed. Film processed;
and, probably exposed
satisfactorily. Maybe a little
under, maybe a little over
what you'd like.

Still, you have some patient
count information in hand.
Fine. Except, what you see is
all you get for interpretation

and diagnosis. Unless you
reset the instrument. Then
re-scan the patient. Time.
Bother. And unnecessary.

Now the General Electric
Videodisplay and Processing
unit, with patient count data
displayed in full-count,
fully-functional color, has
changed all that.

General Electric Videodisplay provides unlimited
image/information manipulation without rescanning. Like this..



These Â¡magesare of a liver/
pancreas dual isotope scan. Each
isa manipulation, displayed on
the face of a color TV screen.
GE's Videodisplay color change

is instant, reproducible and
can be manipulated even after
the patient has left the room.

r.

The gold isotope, only, is
displayed here, with intensity
manipulated to VÂ»scale (4
counts per cell instead of 32).
Makes more colors discernible;
aids interpretation and
diagnosis.

. : :

IE ES

i

The selenium isotope, selected
here, is displayed at Vo scale
and with more background
subtracted because it displays
at least twice as many counts
as gold. Note the pancreas
appearing beneath the liver.

This isotope subtraction
manipulation reveals the
pancreas; displays only two
colors with various intensities.
Gold is subtracted to the
point where the isotope counts
have been normalized (equal).

A single isotope scan display,
with several colors eliminated,
has an area of interest enclosed
within X, Y cursor lines. Area
size and shape are adjustable
and moveable. Sealer displays
only the count of the colors
within the box.

I I
Ã•Ã•"

â€¢r

Lower counts may not be of
clinical interest. The color
scale can start at any count
level, by turning the thumb
wheel. Thus it is possible to
show a dynamic range of 64
shades. Here the image starts at
12 counts (shown at indicator).

l l
i"-"

ify

[ D r"""-""7! di' "j

View any scan in shades of
gray, instead of color, by
pressing the B & W button.
Each shade represents a
specific number of counts in
each cell; can be manipulated
just like color display.



Now,a betterway
toviewpatientcounts
Blue isn't green. Green isn't
yellow. Yellow isn't red. No

matter how pale or vivid a
color, the eye notes a definite
difference. Variances in
shades of gray, though
detectable, can never be so
definitely discernible.

The General Electric
Videodisplay and Processing
Unit starts with this basic fact.
Then makes color fully
functional. And manageable,
with the push of a button or
turn of a thumbwheel, to
enhance any desired details
in the scan. Literally provides
more ways to look at, or for,
suspected pathology.

During a scanning procedure,
the patient counts detected
are recorded and stored in the
Videodisplay's electronic

memory. The actual number
of counts in each memory cell
is then represented by one of
eight vivid, distinct colors.
Combined into an image of
the organ scanned, they're

ready for instant display on a
video monitor. The result is
true electronic visualization of
the accurate count data at
every point of the scan.

The series of scan
manipulations, shown and
briefly explained at left,
demonstrates the
Videodisplay unit's broad

range of data versatility. For
each image or area of interest
displayed, a continuous digital
readout of counts is shown
at the sealer.

And, as you consider each
scan display, remember: the
scanner was set up only once.
The patient was scanned only
once. Yet the manipulation
capability of the patient data
from that one scan is virtually
unlimited. And, can be
performed any time. As long
as the information remains in
the unit's memory, it's always

fully and immediately
recoverable.

For added diagnostic
flexibility, any scan can be
photographed, directly from
the monitor, for patient
records. And any scan in the
memory can be recorded on
cassette tape, in only 40
seconds. Feed it back into the
memory just as fast. Whether
taped or in the memory, any
scan can be transmitted to
any other Videodisplay unit
over regular telephone lines.
Then can be independently
manipulated at each unit.

Let the GÃˆVideodisplay add
this information versatility to
your scanning procedures.
Talk with your GE medical
systems representative soon.

Use Videodisplay with virtually
any scanner or camera.
Operates on-line with the GE
single probe or whole-body
digital scanner. And, with
attachments, can easily
interface with other digital or
analogue scanner or camera
to extend your diagnostic
information capability.

General Electric
Medical Systems,
Milwaukee and Toronto.
In Europe, Elscint
GmbH, Wiesbaden; Elscint
France SARL, Bue.

See the Videodisplay unit,
and other GE instruments, at
the meeting of the Society of
Nuclear Medicine, in
Boston, July 11-14.

GENERALÂ«?* ELECTRIC



UHI/PLACEMENT

REGISTERED NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Technologist, SNM. A.R.R.T. X-Ray and
Nuclear Medicine. Interested in relocating.
For resume contact James R. Haney,
R.T.N.M., 30 S. Mulberry Street. Hauers-
town, Maryland 21740. Telephone: (301)
731-3995.

INTERNIST, AMERICAN BOARD OF
Nuclear Medicine eligible, seeks full-time

POSITIONS WANTED

staff position in Clinical Nuclear Medicine.
Box 601, Society of Nuclear Medicine, 211
East 43rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

NUCLEAR SCIENTIST WITH MS. CUR-
rently working in Nuclear Medicine. Good
knowledge of various aspects and proce
dures. Capable of research, instruction, su
pervisory responsibilities or setting up a
new lab. Please reply Box 602, Society of

Nuclear Medicine, 211 East 43rd Street,
New York, N.Y. 10017.

ARRT NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECH-
nologist. U. S. Citizen desires position
as department chief. Five years experience,
two as chief of 500-bed hospital depart
ment. Wide range experience including
computer-camera. Contact Ian Frearson,
R. T. 24 Priscilla Cresc, Hamilton, New
Zealand.

3 RADIATION TECHNICIAN I
(NUCLEAR MEDICINE)

required by
SASKATCHEWAN CANCER COMMISSION

(Two for Allan Blair Memorial Clinic, Grey Nuns'

Hospital, Regina; one for Saskatoon Cancer Clinic,
University Hospital, Saskatoon.)

Applications are invited to fill the above positions
created by the expansion of vigorous Nuclear

Medicine Departments in each clinic. This is an
excellent opportunity for recent graduates with
diploma to gain experience. The Nuclear Medicine
Departments are well equipped with modern scan

ning and counting equipment.

QUALIFICATIONS: Diploma as a Registered Tech
nician in Nuclear Medicine (R.T.N.M.) by the
Canadian Society of Radiological Technicians or

equivalent diploma.

SALARY: $526 to $672 per month (effective Octo
ber 1, 1972â€”$552 to $706 per month).

FRINGE BENEFITS: 4 weeks annual vacation leave,

superannuation, sick leave, and group insurance

plans.

APPLICATION FORMS AND FURTHER INFORMA
TION: Write to: Director of Cancer Services, Allan
Blair Memorial Clinic, 1555 Pasqua Street, Regina,
Saskatchewan.

COMPLETED APPLICATION FORMS ARE TO BE
SUBMITTED TO: Public Service Commission, Room
328, Legislative Building, Regina, Saskatchewan.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST

ISOTOPE TECHNICIAN

Position available immediately in large (10 Tech

nologists) progressive laboratory of 2,000-bed

Medical School Hospital equipped with scintilla

tion cameras, data acquisition computers, a variety

of scanning and counting equipment and a Radio-

pharmacy Laboratory. Opportunity to get ad

vanced training and participate in research. Re

quirements: Completion of a training course in

x-ray techniques in an approved school of x-ray
technology and one year's training or experience

in the handling of radioactive isotopes under the

direction of a physician or in a laboratory quali

fied by the Atomic Energy Commissionâ€”ORâ€”Cer

tification as a Registered Nuclear Medicine Tech

nologist by the American Registry of Radiologie

Technologists. Salary range $9,312 to $11,592 per

year. Contact:

JAN K. SIEMSEN, M.D.

Associate Professor and Head Physician, Nuclear

Medicine Section, Los Angeles County University

of Southern California Medical Center, 1200 North

State Street, Los Angeles, Cailfornia 90033, (213)

225-3115, ext. 71619.

LXVI JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE



ROTTERDAM - HOLLAND

CONSULTANT IN

NUCLEAR MEDICINE

Full-time position available for highly qualified

physician, trained in the various laboratory aspects

of nuclear medicine. In this expanding laboratory

there are also opportunities for research activities.

Apply to the

Board of Directors

The Rotterdamsch Radio-Therapeutisch Instituut

P.O. Box 5201

Rotterdam/Holland

GAMMA VUEÂ«

SYRINGE SHIELD*
Protects your lingers and hands from
radioactive doses administered by syringe
â€¢Reduces Tc-99m exposure by factor of 50.
â€¢Maximum shielding for technicians. Tapered lead wall

assures minimum interference with venipuncture.
â€¢Accepts standard disposable syringes.

Disposable
Syringe

High-density
lead glass

Maximum
shielding
tor
technician

Minimum
interference
with
venipuncture

Model 56-265 56-262 56-263 56-260 56-261

Capacity 1 cc 21/zcc 5cc 10cc 20 cc
Tuberculin

Weight 3 oz. 4 oz. 5 oz. 9 oz. 13 oz.
Price $40.00 $36.00 $37.00 $38.00 $42.00
Â«U.S. Patent 3,596,659

For more details, ask for Bulletin 452-B

NUCLEARASSOCIATES,INC.
Subsidiary ol RADIATION-MEDICAL PRODUCTS CORP.

35 URBAN AVE. â€¢WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590 â€¢(516) 333-9344

FELLOWSHIPS IN

NUCLEAR MEDICINE

N.I.H.-sponsored traineeships are available in

the Nuclear Medicine Division of the University
of Michigan Medical Center for qualified appli
cants who have a U.S. citizenship or an immigrant's

visa and who have had at least two years of
clinical training past their M.D. degrees, prefer
ably at least one year in Internal Medicine, Radi
ology, or Pathology.

One to three year programs of learning are
available in the diagnosis, treatment, and investi
gation of disease using radionuclides and radio-
nuclide-labeled compounds. Training by faculty

within the section may be supplemented with for
mal course work in the Graduate School.

Interested persons should contact

WILLIAM H. BEIERWALTES, M.D.
Physician in Charge

Nuclear Medicine Division
University of Michigan Medical Center

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

TESTOSTERONE

CORTICOIDS
DIGITOXIN

DIGOXIN

by radioassay using tritium labeled tracers.

TEST SETS OR INDIVIDUAL REAGENTS

THE CHOICE IS YOURS.

Test sets contain all necessary reagents except solvents

and scintillation cocktail.

WIEN LABORATORIES
41 Honeyman Drive
Succasunna, N. J. 07876

Please send information about

O Testosterone L~] Digoxin

D Digitoxin D CORTICOIDS

NAME_

TITLE-

DEPARTMENT-

ORGANIZATION-

ADDRESS

-Zip-
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NEW CATALOG!
X-RAY& GAMMAINSTRUMENTS& ACCESSORIES

Includes the
widest variety of
items required by
all users of x-rays
and gamma radiation:

â€¢Personal Safety Equipment
â€¢X-Ray Monitoring Instruments
â€¢Radiation Detectors
â€¢Calibration & Test Equipment
â€¢Phantoms
â€¢Radiotherapy Sources
â€¢Patient Positioning Devices
â€¢Radiology Training Aids

NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES, INC.
Subsidiary of RADIATION-MEDICAL PRODUCTS CORP.

35 URBAN AVE. â€¢WESTBURY, N. Y. 11590 â€¢(516) 333-9344

Send for
free catalog G-2

RADIOLOGIC

HOSPITAL PHYSICIST

Qualified individual, (Masters degree) required for

full-time position of Radiologie Hospital Physicist

in the Royal Victoria Hospital, Teaching Hospital

of McGill University. Salary $12,000 (Canadian).

Write stating experience, qualifications, and full

curriculum vitae to:

DR. PAUL A. FARRER
Director of Nuclear Medicine
Royal Victoria Hospital
687 Pine Avenue West
Montreal 112, P.O.
Canada

SCHOOL OF

NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

One year hospital base program is now

accepting student applications for

June, 1972-January, 1973

For further information please write to

EDUCATIONAL COORDINATOR

DIVISION OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE

MOUNT SINAI MEDICAL CENTER

4300 Alton Road
Miami Beach, Florida 33140

LXVIII JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE



\bu defined it,we designed it:

the tapered body of our new sterileTc99m generator.
At The Radiochemical Centre we
believe in meeting the customer's

needs exactly. So, before designing
our new sterile technetium-99m
generator, we asked users of sterile
generators to define precisely the
improvements they would like to see.
First on the list of improvements was
a smaller elution volume with a
higher radioactive concentration,
making bolus injection a feasible
operation if required.
To meet this requirement we
designed an entirely new kind of
body, tapered to give maximum
length with minimum volume. The
length of the bed is sufficient to
eliminate molybdenum-99 break
through, whilst the volume sub
stantially reduces the amount of
eluate required.
Within the body, the stability of the
elution bed is maintained by a
spring-loaded frit so that there is no
disturbance by sterilization or trans

port and minimum risk of channelling.
This ensures consistently good
yields, from generator to generator
and from day to day.
Also included in the body is an
improved filter system, using nylon
mesh instead of sintered glassâ€”
making for more reliable elution with
fast reproducible flow, and no
blockage by particles.
Finally, we chose plastic as the
material for the body, because it is
tougher than glass and eliminates
the risk of radioactive contamina
tion due to breakage during transport
and handling.
In keeping with the simplicity and
efficiency of the body, you will find
that the total operation of The
Radiochemical CeÃ±irÃ©generator is
remarkably fuss-free.
The positive pressure flow system
allows maximum control of oper
ation with easy possibility of
fractional elution (and no evacuated

vials to go wrong), which means
that the volume of any fraction can
be as small as the user demands.
Slotted lead end plugs are used (so
there is as much shielding above and
below the generator as there is
around it) with special right angle
needles in the eluent flow line : this
eliminates the need for holes above
and below the generator and mini
mises the radiation dose to the
operator.
The generator is free-standing, takes
up the minimum amount of space
on the laboratory bench, and re
quires no elaborate extras.
It allows you, the user, full control
over a safe and reliable system which
can be used to deliver the daughter
isotope in discrete fractions of maxi
mum radioactive concentration.

Further information on the new
sterile technetium-99m generator is
available on request.

The Radiochemical Centre Amersham England

Available only outside Canada and the USA.

9745/10/70



government laboratories,

â€¢hospitals,

â€¢universities

wherever radiocontamination is
encountered. Phosohate-free, non-all
non-corrosive, biodegradable and
germicida!.

Economical and effective without i

ATOMLAB DIVISION
1 'c ProducÃs Corp. CE

DICTIONARIES
WEBSTER

Library size, 1971 edition, brand new,
still in box. Cost new: $45.00.

Will Sell for $15

Deduct 10% on order of Ã³or more

Mail To

NORTH AMERICAN
LIQUIDATORS

1450 Niagara Falls Blvd.
Dept. W-1696

Tonawanda, New York 14150

C.O.D. orders enclose $1.00 good will deposit. Pay
balance plus C.O.D. shipping on delivery. Be satisfied
on inspection or return within 10 days for full refund.
No dealers, each volume specifically stamped not for
resale.

Please add $1.25 postage and handling. New York
State residents add applicable sales tax.

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Nuclear Medicine Institute is presenting a comprehensive course to aid physicians in their prepa
ration for certification in nuclear medicine. The subject material covered will include:

Physics
Instrumentation
Radiochemistry

In vivo & in vitro procedures
Dynamic and static imaging procedures
Interpretative sessions

A unique interrupted schedule format has been chosen so that maximum duration away from home
will be five days at a time. Classes will be held the weeks of:

November 6, 1972
December 4, 1972

January 15, 1973
February 12, 1973

Sessions will be five days each, Monday through Friday. Subject materials will be intermixed and
cumulative.

For further information and registration forms, contact:

D. BRUCE SODEE, M.D., Director
Nuclear Medicine Institute
6760 Mayfield Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44124
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Herearefourwaystohandleyour
in-vitroandunivotestingrequirements.

IN-VITRO IN-VIVO
LOGICâ„¢ scintillation
well counter
LOGICâ„¢ is a simplified in

tegrated spectrometer and
well counter that's easy to

operate. Most important is
the LOGICâ„¢ unique service
commitment. When pro
blems arise, a unique service
program goes into action and
your unit is back in operation
fast. Every LOGIC is
built with solid state and in
tegrated circuitry to give
greater reliability and less
downtime.

The LOGICâ„¢ symptom de
scribing manual allows you to
pinpoint most service prob
lems in minutes. A call to our
technical representative con
firms or corrects your diag
nosis immediately. The cor-

Wallac
automatic gamma
sample changer
The Wallac LKB 80000 auto
matic sample changer handles
a large capacity of samples to
free your skilled staff for
other duties. It allows long
uninterrupted automatic runs
with either uniform or inter
mixed samples.

The sample conveyer oper
ates as an endless belt giving
you fast, safe and secure
pneumatic handling of sam
ples. There are two methods
for positive sample identifica
tion before measurement, its
position on the conveyer belt,
and a binary coded cap. And,
samples are changed in only
10 short seconds. Data read-

999

rect plug-in circuit board or a
replacement LOGICâ„¢ is air
shipped to you the same day.
You're back in operation

within 24 hours. In short, if
you have trouble with a
LOGICâ„¢, we'll repair or re

place it with a service loaner
in 24 hours or less.

out is supplied in printed
form or on punched tape. The
Wallac automatic sample
changers simple foolproof
controls allow you to handle
your needs efficiently and
accurately.

GRAPHICâ„¢

Rectilinear scanner
GRAPHICâ„¢ operation is
simple. The control panel is
designed for a logical left to
right set-up procedure. Start
at the left with Power On and
work your way in a logical
sequence to the right of the
panel to Scan On. GRAPH
ICâ„¢ two-position film
cassette allows you to scan

14" x 17* in either direction,

across the chest or lengthwise
along the body. GRAPH
ICâ„¢ will accomodate a

variety of large scan field re
quirements with uniform
ease. And, GRAPHICâ„¢ is
built to last requiring a mini
mum of service attention. It's

so rugged that we warranty it
for mobile operation. You
have to be tough to work
under these conditions.

LOGICâ„¢

with uptake module
By simply adding a medical
stand and probe with colli-
mator to either of two
LOGICâ„¢ models, the 111 or
121, you're ready for thyroid

uptake studies. The LOG
ICâ„¢ modular concept pro
vides add-on capabilities for
you. Buy what you need when
you need it. And, you still get
the unique service commit
ment provided only by LOG
ICâ„¢ . . . when problems
arise, we'll repair or replace

your instrument with a serv
ice loaner in 24 hours or less.

And, these instruments come
from a full-line supplier who
assures you of a continuing
service commitment to train
and assist your personnel in
all their needs. It's our privi

lege to keep your Abbott in
struments operational.

ABBOTT LABORATORIES
Radio-Pharmaceutical Products Division
North Chicago, Illinois 60064
Health Care WorldwideWorld's Leading Supplier
of Radio-Pharmaceuticals
Representative lor Europe: Labor-Service GmbH. Abt.
Radiopharmazeutika, 6236 Eschborn/Ts. Germany. Postlach 1245



To check the performance of your
Scintillation Camera or Scanner, you need...
HINE REFERENCE PHANTOM
Offers the simplest, most efficient means of
securing optimum camera or scanner perform
ance with respect to depth resolution, uniform
ity of response, and sensitivity. Changes in
instrument output can be delineated quickly,
and the best operating conditions can be estab
lished readily. The spectrometer window, the
display system, the collimator performance, and
the total counts can be optimized for a partic
ular application.
Has a 9" diameter and simulates the physical
conditions prevalent for large-organ scanning.
With a volume of about 730 ml, it approximates
the scattering which has a great effect on the
performance of cameras and scanners.

The Phantom can be filled with a solution of a
radionuclide chosen according to the applica
tion for which the camera or scanner should be
tested. Typically, 300 /Â»Ciof 1-131 or 1 mCi of
Tc-99m are used most frequently.
76-800 HiÃ±eReference Phantom $150.00

FLOOD PHANTOM
For obtaining optimum scintillation camera per
formance with respect to uniformity of response
over the entire crystal area. Consists of asquare plastic form, 15" x 15" x 1" thick that has
a circular cavity 13.5"D. x 0.5" deep. A solution
containing approximately 1 mCi of Technetium-
99m, or any other suitable radioisotope, may be
placed in the cavity via a filling port.
76-805 Flood Phantom _ ... $90.00

BAR PHANTOM
Provides a simple and effective means of
checking a scintillation camera's intrinsic reso
lution, collimator spatial resolution, field size
and linearity. Consists of four sets of lead bars,
1/2", 3/8", 1/4" and 3/16" wide respectively,
embedded in a 16" x 16" x 1/2" lucite holder.

76-808 Bar Phantom.... .. $195.00

wnteforfreecopyof "HOWTOCHECKYOURSCINTILLATIONCAMERA& SCANNER"

HiÃ±ePhantom

Flood Phantom

Bar Phantom

For more details,
ask for Bulletin 88-B

NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES, INC.
35 URBAN AVENUE, WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590, PHONE (516) 333-9344

August 20-26, 1972

FOURTH ANNUAL SEMINAR IN
NUCLEAR MEDICINE

COLBY COLLEGE Waterville, Maine

This course will be concerned with the basic principles and practical aspects of nuclear medicine pre
sented through lectures, panel discussions and illustrative cases. The material will be of value to
physicians preparing for certification examinations in nuclear medicine, as well as for those now devot
ing their full time to nuclear medicine. Basic scientists will find the course a useful orientation to the
clinical uses of radioactive tracers.

HENRY N. WAGNER, JR., M.D., Director
Professor of Radiology, School of Medicine, Professor of
Radiological Science, School of Hygiene and Public Health,
The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions.
IRVING I. GOODOF, M.D., Associate Director
Pathologist, Thayer Hospital, Waterville, Maine; President
(1966-1967) New England Chapter of Society of Nuclear
Medicine.

FACULTY
FRANK N. DeLAND, M.D. ALEXANDER GOTTSCHALK, M.D.
CRAIG HARRIS JAMES L. QUINN III, M.D.

Fee: $300 covering tuition, room, board, and recreational facilities. A limited number of wives and
children can be accommodated at a small additional cost.

For information: PAUL D. WALKER, Director
Special Programs
Colby College
Waterville, Maine 04901

LXXII JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE



New convenience
in Xenon433 dispensing,

Just slide a pre-calibrated vial of Xenon-133

gas from the lead storage tube into the shielded gun,
push the plunger to break the seal, and squeeze.

Fast, trouble-free handling. Precise dose, pre-
calibrated at rated strength (10-100mCi)as of

Wednesday noon in your facility. And we let you have
the dispenser free for as long as you use our new
Xenon-133 system. Call us.

I\I=I\INew England Nuclear
Radiopharmaceutical Division
Atomlight Place. North Billerica, Mass. 01862
Telephone (617) 667-9531

Volume 13, Number 6 LXXIII



The new Picker Isotope Calibrator:
It's as if you had studied the others.,
and then designed your own.
Which is, of course, precisely what happened. As expected, many of the existing instruments have desirable
features. Why not then combine these features into a single instrument? Why not provide an instrument that
emphasizes simplicity of use, dependability (dependability in the broadest sense: dependable data, dependable
operation), and maximum flexibility? These are, after all, the characteristics that users care most about.

Herewith, the list of prime specifications that will in fact give users an
instrument that meets the general design goals described. Now check any
isotope calibrator against this listing. Not unexpectedly, this new Picker
product adheres to all of these requirements. Your requirements, remember.

1. Simple to operateâ€”just position sample, select calibration factor,
push a button and read. Read activity directly in muli- or microcuries
without calculations. (Digital readout, of course.)

2. Rapid measurementsâ€”less than one second in most instances.
3. Wide energy rangeâ€”25KeV to 3 MeV (encompasses all clinically

used isotopes).
4. Maximum flexibilityâ€”easily optimized calibration for any dose volume

or geometry.
5. Wide activity rangeâ€”1/Â¿Cito 999mCi (accommodates any diagnostic

dose).6. Accuracyâ€”don't settle for less than Â±5.0%.
7. Repeatability (short term)â€”atleast Â±3%.
8. Stability (long term)â€”Â±1.0%will eliminate annoying drift.
9.110V AC operatedâ€”batteries fail; batteries need replacement.

10. Avoid plug-in modulesâ€”notsufficiently flexible; no provision for differ
ent geometries or volumes; involve extra costs.

11. Self-zeroingâ€”eliminates manual adjustments.
12. Minimal sizeâ€”spaceis always scarce.
13. Competitive priceâ€”moneyis always tight.
What else might you check? The existence of adequate

field service, forone. Some companies don't have any which

can become a major aggravation. The availability of a
molybdenum-99 breakthrough kit, for another. Finally,
will you be locked into a generator purchase arrange
ment that diminishes your overall flexibility? First
choose the best generator, then the best calibrator.

Is there any other information you'd like?

Please speak to your local Picker represen
tative, or write Picker, 333 State Street,
North Haven, Connecticut 06473.

PICKER



Do it Yourself or Ready-made
Scintigraphic Imaging of Liver, Spleen and Bone Marrow

1Sodium Pertechne':
;â€¢*â€¢â€¢'Â»ApyrogÂ«nic AquÂ«oui

WoÂ« Sod.Â«
-, i dbr (' â€¢

""Teâ€”Livercolloic
â€¢*Â»Apy'OgÂ«me AqÂ«e-o

â€¢flobÂ«IÂ«)HO"" '
. ,-"(, It n thon 3 m,(fOfliomÂ»10(O-*-

Posterior View
Thoracic-Lumbar Vertebral
Bone Marrow in
Patient with Cirrhosis

Anterior View
Multiple Space Occupying Lesions
in Liver
Normal Spleen

Ready-made 99nTc-Livercolloidtm contains 99nTc-

hydrolyzed stannous chloride colloid, human
serum albumin stabilized in 0.9% saline solu
tion. Ready-to-use for reticuloendothelial organ
studies. 5 mG in 2.5 ml (2mCi/ml) Technetium-
99m calibrated for 12 noon PCT (+10% over
fill). Stable, contains no gelatin or dextran.
Sterile and pyrogen free.

Do-it-yourself Instant Livercolloid ""Reagent (not

a kit but a Reagent) is an aqueous solution of
hydrolyzed stannous chloride. Mix with 99mTc-
Pertechnetate in syringe, wait 7-10 minutes and
the efficiently labeled 99mTccolloid is ready to

use. No heating, buffering or other procedures
to follow. Supplied in 2.2 ml single dose am
pules, sterile and pyrogen free.

medi+
For further information call collect or write:

5855 Christie Avenue, Emeryville, California 94608 (415) 658 2184



ntroducing...
the
...themostrevolutionarynew
camerafornuclearmedicine!

52SSULAR

Now . . . for the first time a pho
tographic system that can ac
cept any size film you require â€”
35 mm, 70 mm, or Polaroid! Can
even be adapted for 90 mm and
1O5 mm.
This is in addition to the superi
ority that made NMS's reputa
tion in the field â€”the best picture
quality and definition available!

On the opposite page you will
find a detailed, feature-by-fea
ture comparison of the new NMS
Modular 1000 with its closest
competitor.

In the important field of nuclear
medicine, superior equipment
can make an enormous differ
ence in diagnosis and scientific
investigation.

SEE US AT THE NUCLEAR
MEDICINE CONVENTION

We'll have booths 7 & 8
and we'll be there for

demonstration and information.

NUCLEAR MEDICAL SYSTEMS, INC. â€¢144 ROUTE 59 â€¢



Compare the revolutionary NMS MODULAR 1OOO
with currently available systems.

FeaturesFilm

acceptance
7Omm
35mm

PolaroidAdaptability

to large film
9Omm

105mmImage

sizeThreading

offilmTake-up

cassetteOscilloscope

controlPre-set

countAutomatic

filmcut-offOscilloscope

viewingRemote

controlInstallationDisplay

of operatingmodesDead

timeFrames

persecondFilm

IdentificationNMS

Modular
1OOOyes

yes
yesyes

yesvariableautomatic

self-threadinglight-tight

. . . accepts
1-6OOframesyesyesyesdirectyesmanufacturer

installed, calibrated
and tested in each
laboratoryfull

display4/lOOsec.IO

plusElectronic

& automaticCurrent

competitive
systemsyes

no
nono

nofixedautomatic

self-threadinglight-tight

. . . accepts
1-1 OOframesnonoyesdirectyesuser

installedready

lightonly3-4/1

00sec.IOmanual

Formoreinformation,callorwrite-.

SUFFERN, N.Y. 1O9O1 â€¢(914) 357-5757 nm



IMew Head Rest
attachment
simplifies brain-scan
positioning on ^
Ohio-Nuclear â€¢
Dual-Probe systems *

Provides maximum comfort during lateral, anterior and Townes-view scans

The positioning of brain-scan patients on the Ohio-
Nuclear Dual-Probe system can now be simplified
significantly by adding the Adjust-O-Scan^^ Head
Rest.* This easy-to-install device adjusts to varying
angles and distances from the table top. It can
position the patient comfortably during anterior
and lateral scans (and a Townes view) without any
other supports or props. Allows complete freedom
of movement.
With this unique head rest, the plastic riser on the
Ohio-Nuclear table can be removed, allowing the
lower probe to extend through the table and come

very close to the patient's head. This eliminates
table-top attenuation and assures correct dual-
probe/collimator geometry correlation.
Made of sturdy aluminum with a Velcro sling. Do-
it-yourself installation takes about 20 minutes. The
only tool required is a drill. Kit includes mounting
brackets and full instructions.

17-240 Adjust-0-Scan Head Rest Kit $275.00

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
TM Nuclear Associates Inc. *Patent Pending

NUCLEAR ASSOCIATES, INC.
Subsidiary ot RADIATION-MEDICAL PRODUCTS CORP.

35 URBAN AVE. â€¢WESTBURY, N. Y. 11590 â€¢(516) 333-9344

For details on other
patient-positioning devices,
scanning and imaging tables,
ask for Bulletin 931-B
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lodinated ;
human fibrinoge

â€¢90% of iodi noted fibrinogeni is available
for coagulation.
â€¢prepared from a restricted pool of donors,
screened to minimize the possibility of
transmission of serum hepatitis.
â€¢can be used for monitoring treatment of
thrombus as well as detection.
â€¢more convenient than phlebography-can be

used for routine screening by ward staff.
'available from stock.

Post-operative deep vein thrombosis of the leg can
give rise to many serious sequelae, including fatal
pulmonary embolism, yet in many casesthere are
no clinical signsof the thrombus, itself. Labelled
fibrinogen, administered by intravenous injection,
becomes incorporated in the thrombus, and can be
followed by daily scanning of each leg (usinga hand
held Isotope Localization Monitor). The area of
maximum radiation intensity indicates the sizeand
siteof the thrombus. Thissimple daily procedure can
be easily carried out at the patient sbedside.

Full information on the material and the technique is
available from TheRadiochemical Centre.

Availability of thisproduct may be sub/ecf
to national regulations.

Forearly detection
of post-operative
deep vein
thrombosis

The Radiochemical Centre Amersham England





â€¢AT,

10,000 counts
per second.
Impressive?
Try 200,000.

Here's a scanning gamma camera that's designed around a minicomputer and a

front end, to deliver 200,000 observed counts per second, at any energy, with no
intrinsic components of spatial resolution.

After three years of clinical evaluation and thirty man-years of engineering
development, our Baird-Atomic nuclear medical teams have eliminated the clinical
constraints of 10,000 counts per second and 1.5 centimeters resolution.

You might call it a result of our decade of concerned commitment to the nuclear
medical community.

We've produced a scanning gamma camera system that has been human

engineered to reduce set-up time to the absolute minimum. It lets your technician give
you clinical data in seconds ... with the best spatial resolution available, at count
rates virtually impossible today.

Through comprehensive software packages, the camera's minicomputer is

programmed to provide direct and immediate count conversion for clinical
interpretation. By letting this special programming do the tedious work of reducing
count information into clinical formats, the computer will continue to allow the
physician to practice his science at the highest level of nuclear medicine.

We're proud of our accomplishment. But be sure you get the complete picture,

next month.

See this system in operation at the
Boston exhibition, Society of Nuclear
Medicine, Booths 187-190, 239-241.

BAIRDATOMIC
Nuclear Division, 125 Middlesex Turnpike,
Bedford. Mass. 01730, 617/276-6000,
Telex: 923491, Cable BAIROCOBFRD



Thefuture-orientedcompany
iscomingtoBoston

thisJuly.

E
NUCLEAR-CHICAGO
A SUBSIDIARY OF G. D. l BEARLE I & CO.

2000 Nuclear Drive. Oes Plaines. Illinois 60016

Thefuture-orientedcompany
CM-270




